STUDENT EVALUATION/COMMENTS
Verbatim from Student’s Comments

12. What did you like most about the course and/or the instructor?
13. What did you like least about the course and/or the instructor?

12. enthusiastic
13. Too much webwork

12. He made this class fun and I enjoyed going.
13. Sometimes the webwork was fickle with accepting answers.

12. Best instructor ever!
13. /

No# BEST MATH CLASS EVER. PERIOD.

12. I liked that the class was challenging and that the professor was enthusiastic, entertaining, and confidently knowledgeable.
13. The difficulty of grading and the midterm exam.

No# •Very Entertaining
•Excellent dedicated teacher
•First time math was Fun!

12. Awesome stories
13. Sped through material at times.

12. Very good teaching methods, very helpful & organized
13. The midterm

12. The instructor was the best math teacher I’ve ever had, he presented the material very well and was extremely interesting

12. Instructor was very knowledgeable about all course material & his stories were always very interesting
13. Midterm & final graded very unfairly & difficulty of the midterm was inappropriate for the amount & type of material covered.

12. his passion He’s awesome!
Course: M119, Section 14278  
Instructor: Tager, T.

Year/Semester: 2010/Fall

12. tough why not just how
13. the word problems

No# He is the coolest teacher! I like him very much!

No# Tristan is one of the best math teachers I have had. He is easy to get along with but more importantly he is extremly talented at math. He’s the best teacher I had this semester!

12. TAGER RULEZ!
13. CALC BLOWS

12. Examples and stories are fun and interesting
13. His awesome stories
13. The midterm.

12. Tristan was probably the most involved professor I’ve ever had. He was 100% willing to spend time meeting with me, no matter what.
13. We Shouldn’t have been graded on answers alone on the midterm.

12. Mr. T. was very interesting and kept us informed of worldly matters
13. At the beginning I was constantly bored.

12. He’s funny and knows the answer to virtually ANY math question.
13. His teaching style was hard to get used to and not very stimulating, but the class got used to it and he got more comfortable so I learned more.

No# Have to say, he loves teaching.

12. Instructor was really good teaching & made class interesting.
13. I hate math

12. I ENJOYED HOW WELL THIS INSTRUCTOR EXPLAINED THE MATERIAL
13. N/A

12. Prof Tager was extremely helpful when questions were asked, and he always came to class w/ a positive attitude.
13. The midterm was difficult.

No# I really enjoyed the instructors positive energy.

12. Tristan rocks!
enthusiasm & his knowledge

hard tests/quizzes

He was funny, interesting, and enthusiastic. He made calculus interesting and relateable with hilarious examples.
The MIDTERM WAS RIDICULOUS. Just Sayin!
The instructor was amazing
N/A

The instructor is fun and made the course interesting, I like the topics that are not related to math, all those are fun knowledge and trivia to learn. If there is questions about math, the instructor answered the questions clearly and consicely to the point. The extra credit exam questions are just awesome!